Options for Organizations
How Organizations can get more out of participating in
the Bike Everywhere Challenge 2019
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Introduction
The 2019 Bike Everywhere Challenge is being run on the Love to Ride Platform.
Love to Ride has worked with communities and organizations of all sizes since
2008. We have developed and refined an approach to behavior change that
results in more people cycling, more often.
In this year’s Bike Everywhere Challenge, teams of ten people will be
competing against each other in May to see which can earn the most points. The Challenge is free to
participate in, however, if your organization/business wants to get more out of the Challenge, then
this document outlines your options.
Organizations in Washington have the opportunity to upgrade to create an ‘Organization profile’
on the Love to Ride platform. This will give companies a host of benefits.

Upgrade Benefits
•

Unite your entire organization with your own business profile page

•

View your stats, and measure engagement and impact

•

Join all your Bike Everywhere teams under your brand umbrella, create camaraderie,
encourage challenge participation

•

Get internal leaderboards, stoke interdepartmental rivalry

•

Leverage our communications tools to encourage staff to participate, alert them to
events and more
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Platform Features

Love to Ride for Business gives you access to the following:

Stats and Data
See real-time stats and data measuring the engagement and impact of your staff.

View stats by a
time period.
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Visualize your data.
See trends over time.

Download your
company riding
data.
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Organization Profile Page Example
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Options for Organizations
Businesses can choose from three upgrade options:
Option 1 – Organization Profile Page for the Bike Everywhere Challenge
Ö 2-Month platform license
Ö Branded Profile Page
Ö Unite local office staff
Ö All staff and company teams under your brand
Ö Internal Leaderboards
Ö Company-wide, departmental stats
Ö Message & communicate to all company riders through in-app message feature
Ö Data downloads and reports
Option 2 – Love to Ride for Business Branded Website
Ö 12-Month platform license
Ö Branded Love to Ride Website
Ö United staff from offices around the globe
Ö Admin features
Ö Multiple Internal Leaderboards
Ö Page creation and page editing
Ö Ability to create and encouragement campaigns
Ö Ability to create incentives
Option 3 – Ride 365 Biking Encouragement Program
Ö 12-Month platform license
Ö Branded Love to Ride Website
Ö 12 Months of biking encouragement, education, and incentives
Ö 4 Annual biking challenges
Ö On-going education and encouragement
Ö Advance internal leaderboards
Ö Page creation and editing
Ö Ability to create incentives
Ö Access to national and global prizes and incentives
Ö Expanded data downloads and reports
*The cost to set-up and supports an Organization Profile Page depends on the size of the workplace covered.

Employees

During Bike Everywhere
Option 1 2 - Months

< 100

$108

100 – 500

$260

500 – 1,000

$624

1,000 – 5,000

$998

5,000 +

$1,636
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Year Round
12-Months
Interested in
Love to Ride 365 for Business?
Contact us!
hello@lovetoride.net
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Summary
The Love to Ride web platform can offer significant value to your company and its efforts to support
cycling among staff. We look forward to working together with you to deliver a highly engaging
platform to get more people enjoying riding, more often.

Laura Cisneros
Love to Ride 512 750 9584
hello@lovetoride.net
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